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the pros and cons of published
forecasts
The author first examines reasons advanced for and against the publication of fore
casts and then suggests the establishment of “generally accepted forecasting principles.”

V. Carlene Brister, CPA
Fort Worth, Texas

the American Institute of Certified Public Ac
countants (AICPA). The AICPA membership
adopted the following rule:

Some practicing accountants are reluctant to
extend their opinion to forecasts of future op
erations.1 Yet the accounting trade journals are
being filled with articles on the need for fore
cast statements, and the Securities and Ex
change Commission is thinking about requiring
them in registration statements for new issues.2
It is therefore imperative that Certified Public
Accountants take a closer look at forecasts. To
gain insight into the problems of CPAs render
ing opinions on forecast statements, the ob
jections to forecasts will be examined. The need
for forecasts will also be considered, as will
standards to be used in auditing them.

A member or associate shall not permit
his name to be used in conjunction with any
forecast of the results of future transactions
in a manner which may lead to the belief
that the member or associate vouches for
the accuracy of the forecast.8

The Securities and Exchange Commission
has traditionally prohibited the publishing of
forecasts in the statements filed with it,9 al
though a change may be made in this rule, as
indicated above. The purpose of the Securities
Acts is to see that the investor has all of the in
formation available on which to make an in
vestment decision. Financial reporting is the
culmination of the accounting process and the
statements, which are based on historical facts
and presented to the public, should be geared
to provide maximum assistance in and should
be the investor’s foundation for making judg
ments about the future. The investor’s reward
is for assessing the future. This responsibility
for investment judgment should remain with
the reward and risk related to it—namely with
the investor. If the CPA gives an opinion on
forecasts, he is not making judgments for the
investor; he is only providing a broader base
for the investor to make his own decision.
Besides the rules of the authoritative bodies
prohibiting forecasts, there are several other
objections to their publication for third parties.
The one advanced most often is that the public
would attach undue importance to the forecast,
thereby reducing the public’s confidence in
CPAs. It is further argued that impairment of

Forecast Defined

A forecast may be defined as simply an esti
mate of what will take place3 or as a prediction
of future results.4 Contemporary thinking dis
tinguishes between forecasting and budgeting.
Budgeting is the planning for a result and the
controlling to maximize the chances of achiev
ing that result.5 Forecast statements are also
differentiated from pro-forma statements. The
latter gives effect, on the basis of past historical
data, to a significant event.6 The Accountant’s
Encyclopedia warns that “what purports to be
a pro-forma statement of income should not in
fact be a projection of future earnings.”7 Pro
forma and forecast have the same meaning to
some people. In this paper forecast is circum
scribed as the best estimate of what the com
pany will most likely achieve during the next
period. A forecast is not the company’s goal.
Arguments Against Forecast

The opponents of forecasts rely heavily on
the restraints placed on forecasts by the Se
curities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and
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the CPA’s independence could result, that it
would be difficult for him to make a forecast
and still be independent when he examines the
actual results, and that this might dilute the
primary attest function. In answer to these ob
jections it might be said that a CPA can ex
press an opinion on a forecast without actually
making it, because management must prepare
the forecast as it does the financial statements.
The primary attest function would therefore
not be diluted because the CPA would be inde
pendent from the preparation of the forecast
and would have no reason to be biased when
he examines the results of the prior year.
Others object to CPAs preparing forecasts on
the grounds that only management is qualified
to make forecasts. Harvey Kapnick says the
preparation of forecasts is a clerical function
and does not require the professional abilities
of accountants. He feels that the results of a
forecast depend 95% upon the assumptions
made and 5% upon the accounting methods and
arithmetic used in compiling the forecast.
When a CPA’s name is associated with a fore
cast, it is likely to imply more than a 5% re
sponsibility with respect to the forecast.10
Traditionally, accountants have audited his
torical data which are supported by various
types of evidence that the accountant relies
upon when expressing his opinion. Forecasts
are not auditable in the usual meaning of the
word; the forecast is an estimate of the per
formance for a future period and there is no
evidence to support the future transactions.11
Support from the American Accounting Asso
ciation lends credence to this objection to fore
casts :
Accountants generally refrain from re
porting budgets relating to future periods
to external users, on the ground that the
information is not sufficiently verifiable, al
though it might be highly relevant to ex
ternal users’ needs. Failure to observe the
standards of verifiability to a minimum de
gree would place the accountant, in some
cases, in the role of forecaster and would
reduce the confidence of the user and there
by diminish the usefulness of the account
ing reports. We believe that a substantial
level of verifiability is most important for
externally reported accounting informa
tion.12
The American Accounting Association notes
that budgets13 may be “highly relevant to ex
ternal users.”14 The proponents of forecasts
point out that the purpose of accounting is to
provide useful information to the users of the
financial statements, both external users and
internal users. Accountants will have to accept

forecasts if they are to maintain their reputation
as providers of useful information.15
Arguments for Forecasts

The inside people have access to forecasts
and use forecasts to make decisions that affect
the future of the firm. All well-managed firms
utilize budgets, sales forecasts, and goals in
their daily operations. It is the external users
of financial statements who are beginning to
demand that forecasts be made public. Bank
ers are using forecasts (particularly cash flows)
more than the traditional balance sheet as the
basis for lending money. The market price of
a stock reflects the future expectations of the
company—its earnings, growth, and industry
expansion or contraction. Brokers often prepare
their own projected cash flows and profit fore
casts which they circulate to prospective in
vestors for use in making investment decisions.
Brokers have limited information on planned
expansion, loss of major suppliers or customers,
new product lines, new contracts obtained, etc.,
yet their forecasts are quite objective and the
most accurate available to the investing pub
lic.16
Only management is knowledgeable of many
critical changes that reveal the need for a fore
cast. Forecasts of operating results and financial
position are often major considerations in
mergers and acquisitions and have been used
in conjunction with public offerings of certain
securities. The SEC allowed pro-forma figures
in the prospectuses accompanying the initial
offerings of certain real estate companies.17
The SEC requires that pro-forma statements be
filed with proxies in which mergers are con
cerned.18 It will be only a matter of time until
the SEC requires that the forecasts of all com
panies under its regulation be made available
to the public.
Great Britain already requires that forecasts
be included in the statements published when
mergers or takeovers are being considered. The
directors are responsible for the preparation of
the forecasts and the assumptions upon which
the forecasts are based. These assumptions
must be stated in the document containing the
forecasts. The auditors are required to examine
the accounting bases and calculations used in
preparing the forecasts. All advisers involved
in the public offering must report on the fore
casts. The accountant must satisfy himself
that the forecasts are consistent with the given
assumptions—economic, commercial, marketing
and financial—which underlie the forecasts.19
Examples of assumptions to be specifically men
tioned in the forecast are given in Appendix A.
Evaluation of Forecasts

The profession is very concerned with what
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accounting should do. Most writers agree that fee and the additional printing cost. Forecasts
accounting should provide useful information. are about the future; therefore, they would be
Over the years various criteria for evaluating timely. On the basis of this analysis forecasts
financial information have been set forth. One meet all the criteria of usefulness.
criterion has been described as a hierarchy with
the top level being usefulness.20 For informa Audit of Forecasts
As previously stated, forecasts are within the
tion to be useful, it must be practical, sufficient,
relevant, reliable, understandable, and signifi accounting discipline, and unless the norms of
cant—these are classed as second-level criteria. auditing are not changeable, the extension of
For information to be relevant, it must assist in the attest function to forecasts is a normal the
(1) valuing a firm, (2) evaluating manage nomenon. Principles of forecasting should be
ment, or (3) evaluating management’s policies. established. The present accounting principles
The external users of forecasts want the infor can be used as a basis for formulating forecast
mation to help value the firm. The criterion that ing principles. The first of five major forecast
casts a doubt on the usefulness of forecasts is ing principles is classification. Data involved
reliability. For information to be reliable, it in forecasting should be classified in the same
manner as historical data since historical data
must be verifiable and free from bias.21
“Verifiability requires that essentially similar provide the base for forecast inferences and
measures or conclusions would be reached if calculations. Measurement, the second fore
two or more qualified persons examined the casting principle, is the attempt to determine
same data.”22 The assumptions which forecasts and measure an intangible fact existing in the
are based upon can be free from bias, and two future. The relationship existing between his
or more qualified persons can draw the same torical data and forecast data is the basis of
conclusions from a given set of assumptions, the third principle of reasonable inferences. A
reasonable inference is made from economic
if both use the same standards.
Verifiability “is primarily concerned with the trends, historical trends, tax legislation, and
availability and adequacy of evidence attesting changes in labor contracts. Reasonableness can
to the validity of the data being considered.”23 be determined from the probability of different
“The basic subject matter of accounting is the assumptions. “Reasonable inferences made from
measured consideration involved in exchange explicit assumptions will yield realistic fore
transactions.”24 While future transactions can casts.”27 Consistency is the fourth principle.
not be verified by physical evidence such as in There are two aspects of this area: consistency
voices, cancelled checks or duly recorded legal between current and past estimates and consis
documents, they are anticipated exchanges and tency among current estimates.28 The bases and
are within the accounting discipline.25 Predic calculations for current estimates should be
tive ability has been suggested as a criterion the same ones used for the particular estimate
for the evaluation of accounting measures.26 In in prior periods. The firm will normally follow
this paper forecast has been defined as a pre the economic trends of the industry in its
diction of future results. It is logical to assume forecasts.
Generally accepted accounting principles
that if forecasting is used to choose between
alternative accounting measures, it is definitely are the bases of communication about historical
financial data. Since historical financial data
within the discipline of accounting.
Another criterion, understandability, will be form the bases for forecasting, it is logical to
achieved when the users distinguish between include generally accepted accounting princi
forecast, pro-forma, and other terms that are ples as the fifth principle of forecasting.
Principles of forecasting need authoritative
currently used interchangeably. The forecasts
of a company could have an effect on an in support which for accounting principles is con
vestor’s decision to buy, sell, or hold his present strued as general acceptance. In the same way
stock of a company. Thus the criterion of sig generally accepted forecasting principles can
nificance or materiality is met. Forecast state be achieved.
The standards for auditing forecasts would
ments should include the same information in
the same detail as the current year statements. closely follow those currently being used for
This would provide the quantity of information audits of historical data. The three general au
required by the “sufficiency” criterion. The diting standards, namely competent personnel,
CPA’s opinion on the forecasts would indicate independence of mental attitude, and due pro
that the quality requirement was met. The last fessional care,29 would be applicable to fore
criterion of practicability is easily met. Fore casts. The same would be true of the three stan
casts would unquestionably be worth more dards of field work: adequacy of planning,
than they would cost. The forecasts are being evaluation of internal control, and evidential
prepared at the present time for internal use. matter.30
As may be expected, any audit must be ade
The only additional cost would be the CPA’s
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quately planned and assistants must be super
vised. The evaluation of internal control is
especially important because the control system
has some elements of forecasts such as budgets,
statistical analyses, and cost methods. These
help the auditor judge the assumptions man
agement used as the basis for its forecasts.
Under the third standard of field work “suf
ficient competent evidential matter is to be ob
tained ... to afford a reasonable basis for an
opinion.”31 Validity and relevance of the as
sumptions are the primary concerns for compe
tence. Evidence will include management’s
forecast workpapers. There are published
sources of economic trends and industrial trend
analyses which the auditor can use in testing
the reasonableness of the assumptions made.
The trends established by past financial state
ments also serve as competent evidential mat
ter.
To equate the reporting standards to the
audit of forecasts is simply an exercise in se
mantics. The report shall state whether the
statement is presented in accordance with gen
erally accepted forecasting principles and
whether such principles have been consistently
followed. To differentiate between reports
based on historical data and forecasts, a state
ment might be included regarding the explicit
assumptions made and the inferences drawn
by management. The third reporting standard
should state that informative disclosures in the
forecast are to be considered adequate unless
otherwise indicated. The present standard on
the expression of an opinion, including an ad
verse opinion, could be extended to forecasts.
Examples of reports (opinions) currently be
ing used and proposed are given in Appendix
B.
Conclusion

Many CPAs fear that their civil and criminal
liabilities will be increased if their opinions are
extended to include forecasts. But they also
recognize their moral and legal responsibilities
to provide the public with useful financial in
formation. Since it seems probable that the
Securities and Exchange Commission will soon
require forecasts in registration statements for
new issues, as mentioned previously, CPAs will
have to resolve this conflict. Through the de
velopment of generally accepted forecasting
principles and standards the accounting pro
fession can make sure that its members will
not be exposed to any more liability than they
are under contemporary generally accepted ac
counting principles.

APPENDIX A

List of Assumptions to be Included.32
1. Change in cost of labor, material and other
charges.
2. Book records will be confirmed at the end of
the year.
3. No industrial disturbance in the group’s fac
tories or suppliers’ factories.
4. Seasonal patterns will be repeated.
5. The forecast turnover, gross profit margins,
and overhead cost will remain constant per
centage wise.
6. Stable money market.
7. Business will not be restricted by government.
8. There will be no unusual losses.
9. No change in the parity of currencies.
10. The resulting profits anticipated will not be
unduly affected by any unforeseen factors.

APPENDIX B

Letter that Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery
gave to Bunder Hill Redevelopment Company on
February 7, 1968

We have, however, checked the above listed
schedules for mathematical accuracy and conform
ity of the methods used to generally accepted ac
counting principles. Insofar as these matters are
concerned, it is our opinion that the compilation
has been properly prepared.
Since the projections are predicated on the oc
currence of future events, . . . we express no
opinion on the likelihood of their consummation.
Proposed Report by
Verner in M.S. Thesis
We have examined the Statement of Forecast
of the XYZ Company for the future period (date
to date). Our examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards for
forecasts, and accordingly included such review
and tests of the financial assumptions and such
other auditing procedures as we considered nec
essary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the Statement of Forecast pre
sents reasonable inferences of management, based
on management’s explicit assumptions as to the
future condition of the XYZ Company at (date),
and the expected results of operations for the
period then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted forecasting principles applied on a basis
consistent with the preceding period.

(Continued on page 16)
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